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06.X-1 RECENT CHARGE DENSITY STUDIEST. By 
E. D. Stevens, Department of Chemistry, University of New Orleans, 
New Orleans, LA 70148, U.S.A. 

Accurate x~ray intensity measurements have the potential to pro
vide unique experimental information on the electronic structures 
of molecules and solids. As the accuracy of such studies gradually 
improves. experimental electron density measurements are being ap
pliPd to nn in("rea~iugly broad range of problems in physics, c:hcm
istry. and hiolugy. Studie::-o of inorganic and organmnetnllif' ('Olnplexes 
including elements up through the second row transition tnetals are 
now routinely reported. Studies ofn1oderately large tnolecules (up to 
200 atoms) of bio]ogical interest. also appear possihlf-- wit.hon't e_xces
sive difficulty. The problem asso<"iat.ed with t.lH' nncPrt.aint.y in-.phases 
of reflections frorn acentric strudnres can he ad1~quat.cly overcorne 
nsing n1nltipole refinen1ent techniques. A survey of recent experi
nlent.al resnlt.r--; will he presented. 

The n1ost interesting and challenging task for the future will be to use 
experin1ental electron density distributions to predict other n1olec
ular properties and especially chemical reactivity. The molecular 
electrostatic potential, a property which may also be ubtai11ed from 
x-ray diffraction data, is currently being studied as a means of eSti
mating inte"::"molecular interactions and the initial steps in chemical 
reactions. Several Pxamples of experi1nent.al electrost.at.ic potentials 
will also he- prer--;pnted. 

t R~sear<"h snpportPd hy f,;rant.:-- frotu t.hP National Institutes of Healt l! 
and the N nt.imwl Scicuc~· Fonnd;d iou. 

06.X-2 ACCLRATE STRUCTURE FP.CTORS FROI.I 
PERFECT CRYSTALS. BY N. Kato. Department of 
Physics. '.leijo Uuivel·sity. Nagoya. Japan. 

Pendellosung methods C:illl cife'.ermine crystal 
structure factors with an extremely high ~c

curacy on the absolute sc<1le. Since tile ea1·1y 
work of HK!-\l\ rJ. Phys . .Soc. ,Jpn .. 1965. :20. 
9881. various methodologies have been proposed. 
Neithe1·. however·. seems absolutelY super·ior· 
than others and cilch has its o~>Jll tllcl· its and 
demerits. Llore important are how and ~o;hat. 

expe1·imental cares have been paid. 
The accuracy has been i mprovf"cl .lbcHlt one 
decimal in the past tvJO decades. It is es-
timated to be better than 0.05% in tile best 
case of Si ITanemura and f\ato. Acta Cryst.. A. 
1972. 28. 69: Alclrt·d Jtlcl llart. r1·oc. R. Soc. 
London A. 197:3. 3:32. 223 and 2:39: Tev10rte and 
Bonse. Phys.Rev.B. 198-! . .:!_. :2102: Saka and f\ato 
Acta Cryst. A. 1986. -!2. -l691. Incidentally. 
in the neutron case !Shull. 19751. the nuclear 
scattering amp! i tude 1-1as deter·mined ~,o;i th ac-

curacy of ! 0 -s. 
The measurable order of reflections is high as 
r8.8.81 rHart. 198?. private COilllllllllicationl. 
The measurement is ~xplored to diamond. Ge. Al. 
Cu Zn. InP. GaAs and quartz ITakama and 
Sato·s group. Acta Cryst. A. J980-!986l. If 
one satisfies vJith the acr-uracy level of 0.5%. 
no longer the applicabilitY is confined to th~ 
lower reflections of Si. as it was in 1965. 
The most serious obstacle in the measurement is 
a long range strain. Fo1· obtaining the c:harge 
clistr-ibution f1·om Fg values. t!1e accur·ale 
knowiedges of anor11alous dispersion lf'+if"l is 
required. i\s a case study. the c':f.;eritiiClil of 
Saka and r.;ato r !0861 on Si together >d th the 

experimental work ISaka and f\ato. Acta Cryst. 
i\. 1987. in printing! and theOJ-etical work 
romote and Kato. Acta Cryst. A. 1987. in 
printingl on f' ~oiill be revie~oJed- Fig.] is the 
difference Fourier synthesis, in which Fg 
values of :30 reflections plus the 222 value of 
Fehlman and Fuiimoto. IJ. Phys. Soc. Jpn .. 
1975. ~- 20Sl are employed. i\11 data a1·e 
obtained by Pendellosung methods without addi-
tional modifications except of f' values 
calculated by Cromer and Liebermann !Acta 
Cryst. A. 1981. 37. 267l. 

Fig.1. DFS map of Si. The step is 0.02 and 
0.01 e/A 3 for positive and negative contours of 
the deformation charge. respectively. 

06.X-3 DETERMINATION OF MAGNETISATION DENSITIES 
IN VERY VEAKLY MAGNETIC SYSTEMS. by P.J. Brown, 
Institut Laue Langevin, Grenoble France. 

One important advantage of using polarised neutrons 
to measure magnetisation densities is that it enables 
very weakly magnetic materials to be studied. This 
property of the polarised neutron technique has been 
exploited to probe the origins of the magnetisation 
process in some weakly paramagnetic and some 
diamagnetic systems. When the magnetic scattering is 
very weak it is not feasible to measure in a reasonable 
time a complete, or even a nearly complete set of 
magnetic structure factors. It is therefore necessary 
to analyse the few data available using fairly simple 
models which incorporate physically or chemically 
important parameters. 

The possibility of obtaining useful information from 
rather sparse data will be illustrated using as 
examples the weakly paramagnetic cluster compound 
Nbhi11 and the diamagnetism of carbon rings in graphite 
ana napthalene. 

As a further example of the use to which the 
sensitivity of the polarised neutron technique can be 
put, results obtained using the neutron spin-orbit 
interaction to probe acentric charge distributions will 
be reported. 


